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Contura is an extruded aluminum perimeter trim that creates a vertical or horizontal edge detail for acoustical, drywall, veneer plaster or open cell ceilings. Contura provides definition for the shape of ceilings and are suspended to form floating clouds or create a transition between ceiling planes.

**DESIGN ELEMENTS**

- Straight, curved, concave, convex and compound curved applications
- Curving capability – inside and outside only
  - 1-1/2” – 8” profiles – 24” minimum radius
  - 10” – 16” profiles – 48” minimum radius
- Tighter radii available depending on profile. Contact factory for minimums.
- For concave and convex radius capability, contact factory.
- Integrates with all ceiling suspension systems.
- Standard 90° inside and outside corners
  - 1-1/2” – 6” profiles – legs are 12” long and not welded, corner clips provided
  - 8” profiles – legs are 6” long and welded
  - 10” – 16” profiles – legs are 12” long and welded
- Custom angled and welded corner assemblies are available.
- Many standard sizes – custom profiles are available upon request.
- Finished in the color of your choice
- 360° degree finishing is available
- Shop drawings can be provided for final design approval.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Acoustical, drywall, and open cell floating ceilings
- Veneer plaster
- Transitions between ceiling heights
- VANTAGE POINT® - Sleek, blade edge detail for acoustical or drywall applications
- DROP POINT – Bold, wedge shaped appearance
- SOFT POINT - Airfoil edge detail
- Paired
- Bullnose
- Cove perimeters

**KENNEDY SPACE CENTER VISITOR COMPLEX, SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS**
Cape Canaveral, FL

**FRED JONES JR. MUSEUM OF ART, UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA**
Norman, OK
CONTURA - DRYWALL

- Simple one piece design allows for ease of installation
- Taping flanges are punched for easy attachment, and taping and floating to drywall
- Conversion coat for field painting or finished in the color of your choice

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
McCool Lecture Hall
Mississippi State, MS

WAKE FOREST BIOTECH PLACE
Winston-Salem, NC

NEW Veneer Plaster Profiles
CONTURA – PAIRED

• Creates dynamic ceilings - ribbons, circles, ovals and rectangles - for bold appearance
• 5/8”, 1, 1-3/8”, and 2” reveal sizes are standard, custom reveal sizes available
• End caps and intersections are available
• Often used to incorporate signage on fascia
TRANSITION OPTIONS

CUSTOM TRANSITION 1

CUSTOM TRANSITION 2

PERIMETER OPTIONS
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• Conversion coat for field painting
• Acrylic Water Base “Wet” Paint
  • Standard
  • Custom Matched
  • Textured
• Powder Coated Durable Finishes
  • Standard
  • ACROGUARD® Enhanced Durability
  • ACROGUARD® Patina
  • ACROGUARD® Textured
  • ACROGUARD®-UVX Durable Exterior
  • ACROSTAT™ Antimicrobial
• GreenWood™ - Wood Grain Films

• LEED®1 credits available
• 38.1% recycled aluminum extrusions
  • 29.4% pre-consumer content
  • 8.7% post consumer content
• In-House Finishes
  • Biodegradable pre-treatment (No phosphates) powder coat
  • No hazardous waste
  • No VOCs
  • No heavy metals
• Reference our sustainable products brochure and website for more information. Recycled content values are subject to change. Contact us for accurate values or job specific requirements.